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Dear Lisa

The Poplars, Upton Road, Southwell

We act for Mr and Mrs R Smith, owners of the above property.

The property comprises a residential dwelling and garden and surrounding agricultural land
extending to some 2.33 hectares.

One of the former agricultural buildings has been converted into a dwelling under LPA
reference 17/02188/CPRIOR – and another was granted approval via Class Q under LPA
reference 17/01180/CPRIOR.

Part of the land is also used as a glamping site – this having been permitted by the Council (for
up to 6 glamping pods) under LPA reference 18/01317/FUL.

This leaves just one existing agricultural building left on the holding.

Our clients wish to replace this with a new fit for purpose agricultural building to store their
equipment used to manage the balance of the agricultural land (and their wider glamping site).

The existing agricultural building is currently open and predominantly unsecure.
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The replacement will provide dry and secure storage for Mr and Mrs Smith’s land maintenance
equipment, whilst improving the appearance of the building (and therefore the site overall).

The enclosed location plan shows the position of the subject building relative to our clients’
wider landholding.

Floorplans and elevations of the existing building are also enclosed – as are those for the
proposed replacement building.
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The proposed floorplans show what will be stored inside the building.

The proposed site layout plan also shows the position of the subject building and the extent of
the approved uses referred to earlier (and therefore also the extent of the residual agricultural
land).

In development management terms, the site lies beyond the defined settlement boundary for
Southwell – and therefore falls to be considered within the open countryside.

Applications for development within the open countryside are subject to Policy DM8
(Development in the Open Countryside) of the Allocations and Development Management
DPD which confirms that the construction of agricultural buildings comprise one of the few
categories of development that are appropriate in principle.

Of course, Policy DM8 provides for new agricultural buildings.  In this instance, there is already
an agricultural building on the site – and the proposal is therefore for a replacement rather than
an entirely new building.

The replacement building sits broadly on the footprint of the existing – and is not materially
larger (the height has been kept to that of the existing to limit the impact on the surrounding
countryside whilst remaining practical in terms of accommodating the land maintenance
equipment.

As earlier, the building will be used to provide dry and secure storage for our clients’ equipment
used to manage their agricultural (and other) land.






